Abstract-Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar image formation is a problem that has been studied for many decades. Despite the effort made by many researchers and practitioners, it is still an open problem as it involves non-trivial aspects both in terms of geometry and scattering mechanisms. In this paper, the authors introduce a new interpretation of classical ISAR signal modelling, based on twodimensional polynomials, providing an alternative perspective that permits the in-depth investigation of the problem of ISAR image formation when using a Fourier Transform based approach. The interpretation of target motion compensation and image autofocus are connected through a mathematical formulation that explains in depth what can and should be compensated in the received signal prior to applying the Fourier Transform and therefore forming the ISAR image.
I. INTRODUCTION
When the synthetic aperture [1] concept is applied to the generation of an image of a target that is in motion it is referred to as Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR). Every time that a target is illuminated by the radar from different aspect angles [2-8] a synthetic aperture is formed. This concept is quite well understood in Synthetic Aperture Radar as the radar platform flies around a target by forming a virtual array. Each element of such array provides a slightly different radar-target line of sight (LoS), which is exploited to form the image along the array direction [9] [10] [11] . A significant difference between Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the ISAR application is that the motion of the target is unknown as the target is generally assumed to be non-cooperative. In the past decades a number of ISAR techniques have been proposed that aim at reconstructing e.m. images of moving targets either using stationary or moving platforms [5] [6] [7] [8] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ]. It appears already from the earliest literature [5, 6, 8 ] that in ISAR a typical and reliable processing used to form an image is comprised of motion compensation of the target followed by the formation of an image based on a Fourier Transform. Although theoretical aspects have been derived that support this idea, a deep analysis shows that target motion compensation and image autofocus are not exactly two coincident concepts. When an image is formed using two-dimensional (2D) Fourier processing the algorithms used to learn the parameters of the compensation function in general compensate for a range of factors apart from target motion. Such statement may be sufficiently supported by the fact that the image-based autofocus techniques [16, 19] do not produce unique solutions and that such solutions may sometimes be associated with significantly different target's motion parameter estimations. This fact clearly indicates that the ( 1) 1,2,..... 
The transmitted signal is 
where 1 0
The received signal is
It is assumed that the received signal is the result of the radiation resulting from a rigid collection of scatterers illuminated by the transmit signal. Therefore, the received signal can be modelled by
(10)where ( ) s ξ  is the complex reflectivity of a scatterer, in the collection of scatterers, which is located at ξ in a Cartesian co-ordinate system with origin at the transmitter and K is a complex gain constant which depends on the transmit to receiver path propagation characteristics and receiver system gain.
The volume V is such that all scatters contributing to the received signal are contained inV . is the vector of the co-ordinates of ξ .
The demodulated baseband signal is obtained by retaining the low frequency components of the product of the transmitted and received signal that is 
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and  is a gain factor introduced by the demodulation process.
It is assumed that the collection of scatterers is bounded within a volume whose maximum dimensions is much smaller than the distance of the scatterers from the transmitter leads to the straight iso-range approximation
s n s n s los n s (20) which is the vector from the origin of the radar frame of reference co-ordinate system   , , x x x that is rigidly fixed with respect to the collection of scatterers. This is referred to as the small target assumption or alternatively as the straight iso-range approximation.
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Given (19) , the signal given by (10) can be written as
where
and
It is assumed that the following Sweep Time Assumption holds
and the demodulated signal can be written as 
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The demodulated signal model can be simplified under an additional "Planar" Motion Assumption:-If the motion of the target and the location of the scatterers is such that 
Critical to writing (26) 
where the sampling rate is 1
A consistent definition of the slow time-fast time domain (5) is obtained with a sample at the origin of the S t axis, i.e. at 0 S t  , if we assume M to be an even number.
III. FOURIER PROCESSING, MOTION COMPENSATION AND SCATTERER REFLECTIVITY RECOVERY Consider the signal given by (24) , that is,
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Note that this has been obtained under three assumptions, namely, the sweep time assumption, straight isorange approximation, and Planar Motion Assumption. A common method used to recover the scatterer reflectivity function, albeit possibly windowed and filtered, is to process the baseband signal in two main steps:-(a) Obtain a phase compensation function ( , ) C s n t t  defined over the slow time -fast time domain used to produce a "compensated" signal ( , ) ( , ) (
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(b) Obtain the inverse 2D Fourier transform of the baseband signal after application for the compensation function defined over the slow time -fast time domain.
The most commonly used compensation function ( , )
C s n t t  is designed to provide so called "motion compensation" of the reference point on the target. Indeed, in this case ( , )
is generated based on a small number of motion parameters such as radial velocity and acceleration [17, 18, 23] . We will use the term compensation in a more general sense and not just as a motion compensation term. There are two reasons for taking this view. Firstly, we propose the use of a more general compensation function based on 2 dimensional polynomials. Secondly, we show that the techniques used to achieve compensation, such as contrast enhancement, will in general also compensate for other factors apart from the motion of the reference point. This section is concerned with the question -What can be compensated when fast time, slow time inverse Fourier processing is used to recover the scatterer reflectivity?
To answer this question we examine the term x using a multivariable Taylor series expansion. We also utilise the fact that one step in the recovery of the reflectivity function involves taking the inverse Fourier transform over the slow time-fast time domain of the compensated baseband signal. Initially we consider the baseband signal (30) and then (15) .
A. Multi-Dimensional Taylor Expansion
We now consider the baseband signal model given by (2) which does not require the straight iso-range approximation. We do invoke the sweep-time assumption
so that the baseband signal is expressible as 
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We make an additional assumption that motion and location of scatterers is such that
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This would be exactly true for a set of scatterers positioned in the 1 2 ( , ) x x plane and in motion in the plane. A study of the implications of this assumption is left to future work.
is a function only of x that thus only a function of x . Now, (39) can be expressed as 
where ( ) s x is the 2D "reflectivity" given by
Note that
Let the multivariable function ( )
with the following mapping of variables
A th k order multivariable Taylor expansion of ( ) g  can be expressed as
where k
Note that   0  ,   is independent of 1 2 , x x because the indices only include terms with 1 0   and 2 0   . Thus,
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From (49) and (51) we can express (50) as (
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Now (39) can be expressed as 
Then we express (30) as
in which ( , , ,
and ( , , , ) k x w w x h are of degree higher than two. In the analysis above, we have not invoked the straight iso-range approximation and a reference point on the target has not been specified and hence there is no direct link to the idea of compensation for the motion of a reference point. Notwithstanding this observation, the conventional emphasis on the modelling of the target motion remains important. Indeed, it provides a straight forward approach to investigate limits of performance that can be achieved using inverse Fourier transform of the compensated signal over the fast time, slow time domain. Furthermore, motion models and approximations can be used to provide an initial estimate for a polynomial compensation function when it has to be learnt. In a subsequent section we illustrate the relationship between the conventional motion compensation functions at the more general 2D compensation polynomials that have been identified in our analysis.
C. Conventional Approximation
In this subsection, we will analyse the conventional ISAR signal model, which is derived under specific approximations regarding the motion of scatterers and the signal bandwidth [1, 7] . More specifically, the model parameters defined in the previous subsections will be calculated in terms of the conventional model physical parameters. We shall consider the conventional base-band ISAR signal model largely adopted by the literature [1, 7] , which is given by 
Then we can write (80) as
The polynomial ( ) p x is defined by n k k
Order Number of coefficients 1 3 2 6 3 10 4 15 must be estimated to initialize the optimization algorithm and to increase the probability to converge to the global maximum. A way to obtain a quite accurate value for such compensation phase term is through one of the standard autofocus algorithms, e.g. the ICBA [19] .
2) Stop condition
The optimization cycle stops when two consecutive cycles yield very similar results, which is an indication of proximity to a local maximum. Two measurements of similarity are here identified that can be used in our case:
 The difference between two consecutive values of the gain function is smaller than a preset threshold
It is worth mentioning that a normalized version of (91) may be used if there is no idea about the order of magnitude of the gain function. A possible normalized stop condition may be written as follows:
 The Euclidean distance between two consecutive values of the polynomial coefficients:
An "and" or "or" combination of the two stop conditions in (91) and (93) (or equivalently (92) and (93)) could also be considered as a viable stop condition. In operational systems, also a maximum number of iterations should be considered both for limiting the computational cost and for hardware implementation reasons.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Synthetic Data
Synthetic data is generated using a target reflectivity model that consist of five scatterers located at ( 10,0),(0,0),(0,10),(0, 10),(0,10)   . Using this model, a baseband signal is generated for the five different target positions shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3 -Target Scatterer Locations and Offsets
The target is in rectilinear motion in the 1 2 ( , ) x x plane at constant speed. Hence the range of the reference point on the target can be expressed as The monostatic radar used in the simulation of the baseband received signal has the following parameters: Transmit signal swept bandwidth B=300 MHz; Central frequency f0=10 GHz; Sweep interval Tr=8 ms; Number samples per sweep M=127; Number of sweeps N=201.
B. Quality of Multi-Dimensional Taylor Expansion
Critical to the proposal to use a 2D polynomial for compensation prior to using an inverse Fourier transform to obtain an image is the implicit assumption that a low order multi-dimensional Taylor approximation provides a good approximation to the baseband signal that is to be processed. This has been investigated numerically for the target shown in Figure 4 with the following motion parameters: 
C. Compensation Functions
All the numerical results provided in sequel were produced using two compensation functions. One is the 2D polynomial compensation function proposed in this paper compensation function, referred to here as, POC. The order of the 2D polynomial is 3, that is, 
The numerical results given in Table 2 show that POC achieves very good image compensation for all the scenarios and outperforms AVRL.
E. Real data A ground-based stepped frequency high-resolution radar was used to collect data of a Boeing 737. The radar system and data acquisition parameters are shown in Table 3 . The collected dataset has been divided in overlapped time-windowed subsets in order to produce a sequence of ISAR images from the same data acquisition. The entire data collection time duration is of Tob=3.27s and each time window has been set equal to half of Tob. The time window overlap between two adjacent subsets is equal to Tob/8 for a total number of subsets equal to 8. Table 3 -Radar system and data acquisition parameters
The performance is measured by means of a visual analysis and in terms of some quantitative performance indicators, namely the image contrast, image entropy and point spread function 3dB spread, both along the range and cross-range directions. The latter is measured via the CLEAN technique Error! Reference source not found. considering the strongest scatterer and accounts for the spread with respect to nominal resolution caused by defocusing effects (a perfectly focused scatterer should return a value equal to 1, otherwise a real number greater than 1). As a term of comparison the ICBA algorithm has been considered here. This choice is made in order to highlight the differences introduced by the signal model and not those due to differences between autofocus algorithms. Two sample images extracted from the ISAR image sequence are shown in Figure 6a and 6b in order to show the visual differences produced by the POC and ICBA algorithms. The SNR ratio is improved as shown by the background color, which indicates a better energy concentration (at least for some scatterers). Also, several scatterer's responses are visibly more concentrated in the POC image than in the ICBA image. The visual analysis is substantiated by the selected performance indicators, which are shown in Table 4 , where the IC is higher in the case of POC compared to ICBA as well as the IE is smaller in the POC case. The PSF spread also indicates that there is a larger spread along both range and cross-range in the ICBA case with respect to the POC case. The aggregate results considering the entire ISAR image sequence are shown in Figure 7 . It can be noticed that the POC algorithm generally outperforms the ICBA apart from some isolated cases. It should be noticed that the PSF spread is calculated by using the CLEAN technique, which is some case may return a value slightly smaller than 1. This should be considered as an estimation error as the CLEAN technique accuracy is affected by the presence of strong scatterer in the vicinity of the selected one. It should be also considered that this slight improvement in performance is obtained simply because a more complete model has been considered and not because a better algorithm has been produced. This is ensured by the fact that both algorithms (ICBA and POC) aim at maximizing the IC and both use the same optimization algorithm, namely the Nelder-Mead (simplex) algorithm [26] , and the same initial guess. The computational complexity of the POC is comparable to that of the ICBA [19] as it requires the application of an optimisation algorithm. We applied the Nelder-Mead algorithm although other algorithms robust with respect to the presence of some local minima may be used. In terms of computational load, the POC algorithm requires about 1.8 times the running time with respect to the ICBA. On an INTEL i7 @ 2GHz with 16 GB RAM, to form a 256x128 ISAR image with a 4x zero-padding, the ICBA requires about 2.11 seconds whereas the 2D POLY about 3.77 seconds. Figure 8 shows the computational time over 10 different data frames. 
A. Real data -Dataset #2
The second dataset is obtained from the CSIR MECORT radar. The MECORT radar is a ground-based Xband multipurpose radar designed for detection tracking and imaging. When operating in imaging mode, the radar is able to generate wide bandwidth stepped frequency waveforms. For the specific case at hand, the center frequency was set to 9.6 GHz and the waveform contained 69 stepped frequencies for a total bandwidth of 624 MHz. The acquisition made is relative to a maritime scenario with a small sailing ship as a target, which is displayed in Figure 9 . Figure 10 . Each frame is composed of all the 69 frequencies and of 128 samples, which is equivalent to a CPI of 1 second. All parameters indicate that the POC slightly outperforms the ICBA confirming that the 2D-polynomial model is more accurate than the traditional model. For the sake of completeness, the computational time for the entire sequence is shown in Figure 12 . The mean value of the computational time for the ICBA is equal to 0.67 seconds and for the POC is equal to 1.56 seconds, yielding an average increase of the computational time by a factor of 2.32. Also in this case, we can notice that the computational cost increase is affordable and can justify using the POC algorithm over the ICBA to obtain some improvement in terms of image autofocus. 
